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CARNIVAL TONIGHT
"THIS

MARDI

IS

GR

Carnival Tonight In Frat Circle;
Costume Ball Saturday Night At Civic

Vol. 50

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Climaxing a week of spirit-fostering rallies and events, the
annual Pacific Mardi Gras celebration gets under way tonight with
a schedule that Includes everything from jumping frogs to ugly
men. Though falling slightly later than the original New Orleans
pre-Lenten observance, the Pacific shindig proves to be none the
less
elaborate in its own way.
May 6, 1955 — No. 24
Operating under the theme
"This Is Mardi Gras," the week
end affair will begin Friday in
Fraternity Circle with a campus
living group-sponsored carnival.
Decorating of booths starts at
'
"Moving
Day for the library
library
'Moving Day"
3:00, which will be officially
has been postponed one week un
opened at 7:00. Script tickets may
til Wednesday May 18, but the
be obtained on the premises. It
dedication ceremonies will go on
has been announced that prizes
as scheduled, Saturday, May 14.
are to be awarded to the booths
having (1) most money earned,
Professor Malcolm Eiselen,
chairman of the library commit
(2) best looking decorations, and
(3) most original device. Phil
tee, said that the_ delay in the
Hardymon and his Collegiates
0 01 shipment of the "steel stacking
will provide music for dancing in
0 01 shelves for the new Irving Mar
tin Memorial Library has forced
the Circle from 8-12 p.m.
n i the postponement of the "MovJUMPING FROGS
0 0 ing Day," which originally was
Also slated this evening is a
Honors
Convocation
0
set for May 11.
'frog jump" contest that will act
All students are being asked
Set For Thursday
as a preliminary trial for those
0 to help with the moving of the
who wish to make entries in the
01 books from the old to the new on
Semesters of hard work by
undergraduates will be recog Intercollegiate Frog Jump, held
May 18.
in conjunction with the annual
nized next Thursday, May 12, at
Angels Camp event later this
the annual Honors Day Convoca
month. Encouraging participation
0
tion In the Auditorium.
in this preliminary run-off, the
0
Any Individual or group
Both individual and group ef
I wishing to post material In fort will be applauded, as a prize PSA has agreed to foot the $2.00
registration fee required by An
| the PSA glass bulletin board for the living group with the gels Camp officials for the top
should leave the notice or highest raise in grade point will five performers.
poster (none larger than 14" be awarded as well as mention
Boasting "not one but two"
made of the initiates into Paci
| by 22") in the PSA-joffice.
bands for the masquerade ball to
fic's
honorary
groups.
0
morrow night in Civic Auditor
Dr. Mortimer J. Adler, noted
Only non-commercial notices
0
ium, the dance will come as the
American
author,
educator
and
concerning all campus groups
finale on the Mardi Gras agenda.
philosopher, will address the Del Courtney's orchestra will play
0
I or activities will be accepted.
convocation on "The Pursuit of for forty minutes on the hour,
0
Wisdom."
with Rebel Dailey and his dixie
land band filling in the remainder
of the time. Tickets are on sale
j TRADITION
BROKEN:
at all living groups and PSA oifice for $1.00.

RON PECCHENINO, MEL NICKERSONl Library Dedication
PSA PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES; And Mo,uing Da'es Se'
CES CIATTI UNOPPOSED FOR VP 1
1 w

By TODD CLARK
With the elections for PSA of
ficers almost upon us, we are
more conscious than ever of the
importance of each one of these
jobs. During the year it is easy
to forget about the people who
mold the policy of the student
body, those who are charged with
planning your social functions,
publications, etc. It is up to you
to elect those whom you feel
qualify best for each of the posi
tions available, and to support
them while they are in office.
Do you realize that the Pacific
Student Association has an an
nual income from the sale of stu
dent body cards of almost $30,000? Do you have any idea how
this money is spent? In most
cases the answer is no, but
more important, do you know
who is in charge of spending it?
Naturally, the student body offi
cers, the Senate, and your elected
representatives, the people you
elect each May to handle the busi
ness and policy of your student
government. If you are not run
ning for an office yourself, these
elections are your major chance
to help determine the policy of
the student government.
Next Monday and Tuesday you
will be given an opportunity to
show just how effective you, as
the student body, are in selecting
student officers for next year.
Shall two or three-hundred go to
the polls and, as a minority, deter
mine what course student govern
ment will follow for the next
year, or shall we go to the polls
in record-breaking numbers and
elect a truly representative slate
of officers. In the past few years,
a total vote of 450 was considered
excellent, but with 775 eligible to
vote, that is a pretty sorry num
ber to expect this year.

Sample Ballot
President
Mel Nickerson
Ron Pecchenino
Vice-President
Ces Ciatti
Secretary
Jane Barrett
0
Anne Kellner
0
Susan Vander Laan 0
Treasurer
Fred Busher
Social Chairman
Royanne Fefley .... 0
Carol Fillmore
0
Jan Richards
0
Rally Commissioner
Roger Kreischer
Dick Yamashita
Senior Representative
Dorothy Fischer
Renee Lemaire
Junior Representative
Pat Ballachey - 0
Tom Green
0
Donald Post
0
Carole Randolph 0
Soph. Representative
Jack Bybee

°

Students currently enrolled
in College of the Pacific may
register for the fall semester
of 1955-56 from May 18"25Appointments for Program
planning should be made with
department chairmen well m
advance of these dates. Take
out your registration books
early in the week and avoid
the last minute rush.

LUGO'S PIZZERIA
"Where COP Students Gather"

WE FEATURE | 2

0
0
0
0

KINDS 0F PIZZA

OFEN

F R E S H
BAKED RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES
Open Till 2:00 A.M. Daily — Closed Mondays

LUGO'S PIZZERIA
1700 So. El Dorado (Next to El Dorado Motel)
-rn TAKE

OUT

Si

First National Fraternity At COP
Organizes Sunday With Charterathon
, Alph,w£T rs
2V£

Janet Ray of Epsllon was
announced Mardi Gras Queen
last night at the rally. Walt
Stewart of Omega Phi, who
was supported by Alpha Thete,
is the reigning Ugly Man.

campus, will be cnarterea ne
university of California
chartering ceremonies will begin
chapters 0f Alpha Kappa
At 11:30 the Queen and her
with the members of ^^^th^thon each member Court will be presented, together
Lambda taking part in
^
^ the charter with the Most Ugly Man and pre
will run approximately one ™le' |Je
charter reaches the half sentation of prizes to those at
t0 — SSn ^rkele^^nd Stockton
TTien the members of tired in the most original, most
TmP wlll rSive the charter and proceed with the mara- humorous, and best all-aroun
ttwn untiMt
presented to the national president, Dr. Andrews,
(Continued on Page 3)

'^rSmonies will officially^
start Sunday morning at 6.00
with the formal initiation per
formed by Beta chapter of Stan
ford All members will eat break
fast at the COP cafeteria and
then attend church as a group.
The charter presentation of Oml
cron chapter will take place
Anderson Social Hall at 2:00 pm.
The main speaker will be Dr. An
drews president of the national
fraternity. Following the instab
lation ceremonies a reception
be held at the local chapter house^
is interesting to note that
wnn the chartering of AKL,
Pacific will have a branch of the
oldest national fraternity and
tie oldest local fraternity west
of the Mississippi, Alpha Kappa
Phi.

Shop with ease
on the Miracle Mile

2105 Pocific Avenue

Open Monday's 'til 9 P.M.

T H E
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"Seventeen"
Huge Success

Fun, Sun, Philosophy
Offered At Tahoe

P A C I F I C

W E E K L Y

those now registering. There are
currently 17 vacancies in the sec
ond week and 45 in the third.
Board and room are also of
fered by the college, so that a
student may eat, sleep and earn
one unit of credit for as little
as $38.75.
This year's topic is "The Things
That Matter Most," with the fol
lowing list of outstanding leaders
scheduled to head the discussions;
William D. Nietmann, Ph.D.,
Professor of Philosophy, College
of the Pacific.
Joseph G. Brennan, Ph.D., As-

A chance to combine fun in
the sun with a yearning for learn
By GEORGE FELKER
ing is offered students, graduates
Pacific Theatre is riding high and citizens alike in the annual
'this semester. They scored a big College of the Pacific philosophy
hit with "The Tempest," and have institute at Lake Tahoe.
done it again with "Seventeen."
This year will mark the eighth
"Seventeen" is a musical com session at Tahoe under the direc
edy based on Booth Tarkington's tion of COP'S Dr. William Nietnovel of the same name. It is mann, who started the program
the story of young love in the in 1948.
early 190's. We liked it.
Inasmuch as the first session
To cast the show, DeMarcus begins June 13, students can fit
Brown has chosen a cast of rela one week of the philosophy insti
tive newcomers to Pacific Thea tute into their schedule before
tre. We hope to see many of returning for the opening of sum
them again.
mer school on June 20.
For those who remember "A
From one to four units may be
For Alonzo," a parallel will easily obtained in the institute, and
be drawn between Jerry DeBono courses start weekly through the
and Jim Achterberg. As Mr. De- early part of the summer. Five
Bono was considered an exciting day courses start June 13, 20 and
talent during "Alonzo," so is Mr. 27, 11 day courses open on June
Achterberg in "Seventeen." It is 13, 20 and 27 and 17 day courses
his show; he is more than equal have starting dates of June 13
to the challenge. Mr. Achterberg and 20.
is surrounded by a generally ex
For those with just a few units
cellent cast.
between them and graduation,
Lois LaBonte, as the sweet- the institute has proven to be
talking Lola Pratt, is a fine sing very popular in the past and all
er-dancer-actress. Though her indications are that it will con
concept of Lola is more subdued tinue to do so.
than some may have liked, Miss
There are no course prerequi
LaBonte was thoroughly charm sites, other than mature reflec
ing and irresistable.
tion on the part of the student.
Ma and Pa Baxter, played by
And as it is generally agreed
Diane Trethowan and Keith Ro that all work and no play make
per, offered the show some of its Jack and Jacquline dull, plenty of
best nostalgic moments both in time is allowed for recreation.
acting and singing ("A Headache The classes meet 13 hours a
and Heartache").
week; the rest is free time.
Show stoppers on opening night There are no set class hours, for
came in the form of Peggy Grey, Dr. Nietmann feels that learning
an irresistible little actress with does not adhere to a schedule.
excellent timing, the husky-voiced
Classes are limited to 100 per
Joyce Daulton and Larry Wells. week, and students planning on
Mr. Wells' beautiful voice and in taking part are urged to register
telligent playing of Genesis was now. Although the first week is
a pure delight to see. Mr. Ker- now completely filled, there still
cheval, who stopped the show is a very good chance a future
with some excellent lines and cancellation will make room for
timing, is an actor whose talents
at Pacific have been realized only
once in "The Tempest."
Summer Courses For
Others in the cast who should Asian Studies Listed
be commented upon are Carol
Fillmore and Dick Lafferty. Miss
The American Academy of
Fillmore has a potential talent, Asian Studies, at San Francisco,
but needs careful discipline. Mr. is scheduled to feature two Sum
Lafferty is painfully miscast, and mer Session Programs parallel
is able to play the role only on ing Pacific's Schedule. The pro
the strength of his own person gram and courses are listed in
ality, and charm. the COP Summer Session Cata
The choreography by Betty logue.
Hackett (with the assistance of
The Academy of Asian Studies
Gene McCabe and — I have it on is a Graduate School of the Col
good authority—Jerry DeBono) is lege of the Pacific. It was
a mixture of styles and periods, founded in 1951 by Louis P,
and if it all seems a little banal Gainsborough, and offers three
at times, who cares! The spirited possible degrees: the Master of
dancers make it all seem wonder Arts, the Master of Arts in
ful, the point here only suggest Asian Studies, and the Doctorate
ing that the dancers could have of Philosophy.
handled better material.
The school places its emphasis
Musical numbers of special in on the Asian Cultures, including
terest are the male chorus sing languages, philosophy, religion
ing "Weatherbee's Drug Store," sociology, economic, and political
a very exciting "Things Are Go science of the Orient.
ing ' To Hum This Summer;"
This June COP will offer 8
"This Was Just Another Day;" degrees to Academy Students,
"After All, It's Spring" — well There will be 7 M.A.s and one
sung by Verna Brolly and Bob M.A. in Asian Studies. Last June
Badger—and "I Can Get Mar COP was able to issue one Ph.D,
ried Today."
and 7 M.A.'s.
The musical direction was
splendidly done by Wayne Mor
rill — even if one could object to
the modern arrangement of some
numbers — and the orchestra
sounded wonderful. A "must
mention" comes here to Ben Ran
dall, the wonderful drummer, and
the perennial Victoria Sanguinetti, without whom no Pacific
f o r
musical would seem complete.
If there were flaws in the
show, they were secondary to the
overall effect. It was a wonder
ful show!

sociate Professor of Philosophy, sor of Philosophy and Religjon
Columbia University (June 13- Swarthmore College (June 20July 7).
J Scott E. Crom, Ph.D., Assistant
Glenn Negley, Ph.D., Professor
Professor of Philosophy, Beloit of Philosophy, Duke University
(June 13-July 1).
College (June 13-24)
Alfred W. Painter, Ph.D., As
A Campbell Garnett, Litt.D.,
1955 Knoles Lecturer in Philoso sociate Professor of Philosophy
phy, College of the Pacific; and College of the Pacific (June 13
Professor of Philosophy, Univer 17).
Joseph Wall, S.J., Ph.D., pro.
sity of Wisconsin (June 13-July
fessor of Religion, University of
4> James L. Hagerty, Ph.D., Pro Santa Clara (June 27-July 1).
Donald A. Wells, Ph.D., Profes
fessor of Philosophy, St. Mary s
College (California) (June 13-24). sor of Philosophy, State College
John H. Moore, Ph.D., Profes- of Washington (June 27-July l).

SMART SPRING STATIONERY
PASTEL DECKLES
ENCHANTED LETTERS
PLAIN VELLUMS
PRICED TO PLEASE

$1.00 per box

Here are facts about careers with
Safeway in this interesting field.
They may open your eyes to a
career you haven't considered yet.

Do you
qualify for
a career in
modern
food
retailing ?

Q. What's meant by"modern" food retailing?
A. Food retailing is a big, complex business
" today. A modern Safeway supermarket, for
example, may employ as many as 45 or more
people, stock over 4,000 food items, do a
$2 million a year business. Careers in this
field offer a real challenge for alert young
men—require management ability, skill in
dealing with people and imagination.

Q. Will

the subjects you're studying now
help you get ahead?
A. Yes, many subjects you're studying will help
you in a food retailing career. Economics,
industrial relations, accounting, English,
public speaking and food technology are a
few subjects you'll find especially helpful.
Do you have to be a "specialist in one
field to enter food retailing?
A.. No. Food retailing is one of the few fields
* where a broad, non-specialized background
is a help to a young man, rather than a handi
cap. Many men who succeed in Safeway
careers have had no "specialized training
for this field in college or in previous work.
These men have found Safeway careers give
them an excellent chance to learn a particu
lar specialty as they earn and move ahead.
In modern food retailing there are many
different occupations both in the retail stores
and in "backstage" operations. For the man
without a specialized background as wel
as the one who's a specialist -— this fiel
offers rewards in security, job challenge, an
pay that match or better those in nearly every
other field.
These are things worth thinking about as
you look ahead to a career, aren t they.

There's a career to look forward to
in food retailing

a SAFEWAY

Vote

Carol Fillmore

SOCIAL CHAIRMAN

One in a series about career opportunities in a challenging field
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believed by those supporting
Mel Nickerson Ron Pecchenino isPecchenino
that school spirit and

Ces Ciatti

More Mardi Gras

It is with great pleasure that
(Continued from Page One)
Ron Pecchenino, 23 year old reverence of those things tradi
To the Voter:
I set forth my program of office
tional
with
us
will
become
a
vital
My platform for vice president costumes. Queen candidates at
for your consideration. I believe Korean war veteran (who spent
is based on one of the most im this writing are Sally Black, Jan
the success of a student govern most of his time in Germany), and living thing.
ment lies in the degree of parti is seeking the office of PSA
Ron has been at Pacific a year portant phases of that office, the et Fink, Bernie Frick, Virginia
cipation of its members. The president on a four plank plat and is now a high junior. He has handling of -Freshman Orienta Lake, Linda Pyle, and Janet Ray.
present status of "school spirit" form of 1) Unity, 2) Non-machine attended Stockton College and tion. I believe that a strong
Those vieing for Ugly Man
at Pacific can be improved by in politics, 3) Resurrection of old participated actively in student orientation program is a key part
honors are Roy Banducci, Don
fashioned
school
spirit,
and
4)
of
student
development
at
Pacific.
affairs
holding
such
offices
as
stilling a sense of belonging into
The rebuilding of an active and vice pres. of JC; pres. of Inter
My plan is this: First, get a Havis, Jack Mansfield, Jim Maeach and every student.
living tradition.
Club
Council;
Commissioner
of
group
of this year's Frosh lead stellotto, Walt Stewart, and Dutch
It is my desire to work in
Triebwasser.
Ron feels that unity between Athletics; Commissioner of Elec ers and have them draw up def
closer cooperation with the vice
Committee chairmen in charge
tions;
and
a
member
of
the
Stu
inite
plans
for
court
sessions,
or
president to accomplish this aim. the on and off campus students is
of Mardi Gras festivities are Don
dent
Council.
He
was
also
a
mem
deals,
mudfights,
etc.,
to
be
held
of
vital
importance
to
his
college
Beginning with the Freshman
class this September a vital and he will strive in every way ber of several organizations on next fall. The planning of this Johnston, dance; Galen Laack,
queen and court; Janet Bosch
school spirit can be created. In to achieve this goal. Ron, as a campus, the Newman Club, the "Vigilante" group would be done
and Mary Cheney, publicity;
Italian
Club,
Block
S,
Alpha
Gam
in
the
next
few
weeks,
however.
addition to Freshman Orientation member of the off-campus stu
Harry Fialer, queen's rally; Jane
ma
Sigma,
and
Round
Table,
a
The
hazing
period
for
wearing
dents
organization
and
of
Rho
I propose a required one unit
Barrett, faculty frolics; Lloyd
member
for
two
years
of
the
caps
and
tiger
tags
would
last
course in adjustment to college. Lambda Phi, recognizes this need
Varsity track team while at SC, only one week instead of the Thorsen, carnival; Jan Kirkman,
for
unity
most
acutely.
The
sup
Such a program in existence at
usual one month period. This ugly man.
and the SC-COP band.
other schools is not offered at port of all campus functions with
way nothing would be long,
out
regard
to
its
sponsor
is
the
Ron
is
now
an
art
major
and
is
Pacific. Such a course could aca
drawn out and easily forgotten.
demically prepare them for col first step toward this goal. Once working towards his general Perhaps the week could be cul
unity
has
been
established
the
elementary
credential,
planning
lege and also orient the Fresh
minated by the shedding of tiger
men on the traditions of the col problem of "machine politics" to begin practice teaching next tags into a bonfire. We want to
will
be
a
thing
of
the
past
and
it
spring.
lege, the scholarship program,
make coming to Pacific a mem
the benefits of various campus
orable occasion, and wish them
Preferential
System
to
be
Used
Again
in
PSA
Elections
organizations and all in all be the
to feel that they are a part of
As in the past two PSA elections, the preferential ballot will
unifying influence which is the
Pacific.
be
used
in
this
year's
PSA
balloting.
For
the
purpose
of
refreshing
first step in attaining school
Secondly, many of this year's
your memory, or informing you if you are new, here is a brief group of Freshmen felt the need
spirit.
I feel that student participation rundown on the way it works.
for more advisory help. With
in PSA activities can be improved VOTING
more help from the Administra
Suppose four people are running for one office as often hap tion this can be done.
by better publicity. A student
should be well informed on all pens — these four people's names are printed on the ballot as
Those are but two of the larg
est tasks that we have to face
aspects of campus activities. To follows:
Joe Smith 0 0 0 0
the coming year at orientation.
this end a thorough survey should
John Jones 0 0 0 0
The Veep's job also is that of
be made of both the PACIFIC
Jim Mason 0 0 0 0
official host of the college. This
WEEKLY and the campus radio
Bill Brown 0 0 0 0
is a job that is very important
station to understand their prob
In voting, each elector must state a preference for each candi to Pacific and to you, my friends.
lems. If a shortage of funds is
date in order of choice, 1, 2, 3 and 4 in this case. The purpose of It is also a job that I want very
preventing adequate coverage by
these means of communication this is to allow for the chance that your first choices may be much to do, and a job that I will
eliminated in that case your other choices would be valid giving do well, if I am elected.
then more funds should be ap
you a vote anyway.
Yours truly,
propriated.
Counting the Ballots
CES CIATTI
These are a sampling of my be
In counting the ballots, the first step is to arrange all the
Candidate for PSA Vice Pres.
liefs concerning student activi- ballots in terms of 1st place votes. In the example, there would
hope to put into operation as be four stacks of 1st place votes. The candidate with the smallest
ties. I have many more which I number is then eliminated, and his 2nd place preference is counted
President of the PSA
as a 1st place vote. When this has been done, the candidate with
the lowest number.' of votes is again eliminated, and the 2nd
preference votes on his ballots are distributed to the remaining
two candidates as first place votes, thus giving a majority to
to college
one of the candidates.
students
Though it may sound complicated and difficult to expla in,
•
16
pages
—
fully
illustrated.
it
is
really
very
simple,
and
time
saving.
It
eliminates
entirely
the
The Marine Corps Officer Pro
• Covers atomic energy, from
curement Detachment will wind need for holding a run-off election as was previously done.
subs and aircraft to plutoup its two-day visit to COP this
nium production and atomic
afternoon. Captain W. J. Skvaril SATook caSXat the sample ballot and decide before you come
power plants for electricity.
to
the
polls,
in
what
order
you
would
rate
the
candidates.
is
and M/Sgt Phil Taylor are inter
• For your free booklet, write:
viewing prospective Marine offi vew important that you understand Just what you are do.ng so
General Electric Co., Dept.
cers in the lobby of the COP if you have time, do this beforehand to avoid confusion.
2-119N, Schenectady, N. Y.
gymnasium.
As members of the platoon
leaders class, college men in their
V O T E
freshman, sophomore or junior
years train at Quantico for twosix week periods during the sum
mer college vacations. Upon suc
cessful completion of this pro
gram and graduation from college
f o r
they will be commissioned second
lieutenants in the Marine Corps
•
Reserve.
College seniors who will gradu
ate prior to February 5 may ap
ply early for the Marine Corps
Officers Candidate Course. This
•
course consists of a 10 week
training period following gradua
tion from college. Upon comple
T r y some of Our
tion of the officer candidate
course, successful candidates are
"FRESH" DOUGHNUTS
commissioned as second lieuten
Remember her on her SPECIAL DAY with a
ants in the Marine Corps Re
or take a few home for the folks!
serve and retained on active
gift of on Exquisite Blooming Plant, Corsage
duty for three years.
COP students presently en
Bowl arrangement of fresh flowers rolled in the platoon leaders
course include Milton Adair, Don
from the
ald Buchman, Robert Giardina
and Howell Runion. Eddie Le2 3 2 8 P A C I F I C A V E N U E
Baron received his commission in
HO 2-6550
the Marine Corps via this pro
HO 3-9205
2365 PACIFIC AVE.
gram.
j£RRy HYS|<E
Those interested in the Marine
Corps officer's candidate course
. WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS •
or the platoon leaders class pro
gram are invited to see Captain
Skvaril today.

AHVI3H03S
VSd

ioi
113HUV9

mi

Marine Corps Group
Visiting COP Campus

Vote for

CAROLE
RANDOLPH
JR. REP.

FRED BUSHER

For Congenial Atmosphere
and FINE FOOD...

PSA TREASURER

COMPLETE DINNERS SERVED

MOTHER LOVES FLOWERS -

HENRY'S ROLLING PIN

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP

Reverend C asad ay
At Tuesday Chapel
Rev. G. Arthur Casaday, of the
First Congregational Church in
Palo Alto, used the theme, "Ful
fillment — or Futility?" as he
brought forth his message in
chapel last Tuesday. Ray Ed
wards, Daryl Crawford, Clarence
Irving, and Howard Buckner dra
matized T. S. Eliot's poem, "The
Hollow Men." Wilma Heckenlaible served as leader, and chapel
choir sang, "Lord, I Trust Thee,"
by Bach.

SOCIETY
Wheland To Speak
At Chem Barbeque

The Fifth Annual Barbecue
will be held by the Chemistry
Department on May 7. Dr. George
Wheland, of the University of
Chicago, will deliver an address
on molecular theories. He is the
author of two texts on the theory
AWS BANQUET
of chemical properties and mole
NEXT THURSDAY cular structure.
Invited as guests for the occa
AWS banquet will be held in sion are members of the Sacra
the cafeteria May 12. The girls mento section of the American
living groups and Zeta Phi will Chemical Society.
use their meal tickets, while the
other girls will pay $1.25 for the
meal. The program will include
Concerto for Violin, Cello and
a talk by Miss Davis.
Orchestra in B flat ....Boccherini
Tuesday evening the Fourth
Honored guests are Dr. and Student Recital was presented to
Allegro moderato
Mrs. Burns, Mrs. Knoles, Mr. and the campus. The program was
Adagio
Mrs. Edward Betz, Miss Davis, begun by the Quartet in D Ma
Rondo
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Fortna, and jor, the first movement, played
INTERMISSION
Mrs. P. K. Coddington.
III
by Darlene Henderson, violin;
The committee chairmen are as Mary Migotti, violin; Vincent Go Poem for Flute and
follows: program, Betty Orton mez, violin and Lee Tonner, cello.
Orchestra
Griffes
and Nancy Hane; decorations,
Glen Salbach, baritone, sang
Betty Van Hooser and Dorothy four numbers. He was accompan
Fischer; publicity, Pat Ballachey ied by Glenn Hoiby. Karen Brown,
and Judy McMillin; invitations, violinist, accompanied by Janice
Nadine Reasoner and Donis Rodman, played three selections.
Fleming; printing of the pro Three songs were sung by so
grams, Karen Anderson; hostess prano Elizabeth Whittle, who was
es, Osky Stewart and Donna Betz; accompanied by Mee Chee Wu.
flowers, Ruth Dow; tickets and Helen Williams, soprano sang
dinner, Rosemary Lindsay and several selections. She was also
Carol Armstrong.
accompanied by Mee Chee Wu.
Lee Tonner played Bruch's Kol
Nidrei on the cello, and was ac
SOCIAL...
companied by Russell Warner.

Student Recital

...CALENDAR

Friday, May 6 —
Mardi Gras Carnival
Saturday, May 7 —
American Chemical Society
barbeque
Mardi Gras Costume Ball
Monday, May 9 —
PSA Elections
Tuesday, May 10 —
PSA elections
Orchestra Concert
Wednesday, May 11 —
Student Recital
Thursday, May 12 —
AWS Banquet
Convocation

Campus Survey
On Student "Values"
The sociology department is
conducting a survey of the cam
pus this week, concerned with the
"values" of students. The sur
vey is being conducted to find
out about the social and value
structures of students here at
Pacific. The department is ask
ing 100 students who have been
picked at random* to tell about
their ideas of campus unity, so
cial and moral philosophy, and
leisure interests.

2019 PACIFIC AVE.
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A Stunning
"Bali-Lin"
Dress
and
Jacket

Bobbie Brooks

14.98 complete

Shoes
33 N. SUTTER

Free Parking at
Stockton Public Parking Lot

A most flattering ensemble
checked jacket tops a lov
dress. Pink and blue —

Poge Fhra

Ellen L. Deering
Returns To Campus

CRA Sets Date
For Annual Banquet

College of the Pacific registrar
Ellen L. Deering returned to the
campus yesterday after attending
the annual meeting of the Ameri
can Association of Collegiate
Registrars and Admissions Offi
cers in Boston, April 15 to 21.
A past vice president of the
national organization, Miss Deer
ing served on the staff of a clinic
for new admissions officers and
registrars which was a feature
of the conference. She also is a
member of the nominating com
mittee.
The Pacific registrar edited a
book for the national association
on the training program recom
mended for those entering the
profession. Published by the
Stanford University Press, it was
distributed to all colleges and
universities in the United States
and Canada. Since 1952, Miss
Deering has served on the com
mittee on evaluation and stand
ards of the professional organiza
tion. As chairman of a subcom
mittee she directed development
of the national training program.
Members of her committee in
clude Dr. Donald Winbigler, dean
of students at Stanford; Dr. Her
man E. Spindt, director of ad
missions at the University of
California; Dr. R. E. Summers,
dean of admissions at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, Irene Davis,
registrar of Johns Hopkins Uni
versity; J. E. Fellows, dean of
admissions of the University of
Oklahoma, and John Rhoads,
registrar of Temple University.
Widespread professional recog
nition for the COP officer came
through her introduction and de
velopment of summer season
workshops for collegiate regi
strars, the third of which will be
held on the Pacific campus in
July. Her technical writing won
her membership in the National
League of American Pen Women
of which she is a former Califor
nia state president.
Before returning to the campus
Miss Deering visited colleges in
New England and traveled into
Canada.

At the last meeting of the
Council of Religious Activities,
May 24 was definitely set as the
day for the CRA annual banquet.
Eloise Haldeman and her com
mittee are working on the plans
for the dinner.
The following persons are of
ficers of the newly-formed ser
vice project group: president, Ennis McDaniel; vice-president, Loren Kramer; secretary, Virginia
Sprout; treasurer, Christie Rob
erts.
This committee is working with
the city to locate a suitable build
ing for service work in the south
side of Stockton. By next fall the
project should be in full swing.
The next meeting of the CRA will
be Thursday, May 12 at 11 a.m.
in Anderson "Y."

CIVIL SERVICE
OPPORTUNITIES

To be specific...
She's T e r r i f i c
. . . Vote for ANNE
KELLNER.
PSA SECRETARY

Elect...

Pat Ballachey
Junior
Representative

ON THE AIR
By "LIZ" LASKIN

What's news? On April 24th
the annual Alpha Epsilon Rho,
national honorary radio frater
nity, elections were held and the
following members are next
year's officers. President, Charmaine LaRiviere; Vice-President,
Elizabeth Laskin; Secretary, Rhodora Capillo, Treasurer, Mark
Blinoff; Historian, Yvonne Engle; Parliamentarian, George Miley. The election of the station
manager for the fall semester
went to Mark Blinoff. With this
enthusiastic line-up of officers,
KCVN has high hopes for a year
with nothing but the best in
broadcasting.
Furthermore, several members
of KCVN joined other Pacificites
and visited several southern
towns, promotion for COP was
the idea. Details of this trip have
not been fully disclosed but try
George Miley, Joan Keagy, and
Dwight Case for a few tales.

WHEN YOU VOTE THAT
DAY ...VOTE FOR

RENEE
FOR SR. REP.

The U.S. Civil Service Commis
sion has announced that there is
a continuing and urgent need for
stenographers for filling positions
paying from $2,750 to $3,175 a
year, in various Federal agencies
in Washington, D.C., area. There
is also a steady demand for typ
ists for positions paying $2,750
and $2,950 a year.
Written tests for these posi
tions are being held at periodic
intervals throughout the country
and persons with stenographic or
typing skills who are available
for employment in Washington,
D.C., are urged to apply. No ex
perience is required; applicants
must have reached their 18th
birthday.
Although applications will be
accepted until further notice,
those who wish to receive early
consideration should file applica
tion immediately with the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, Wash
ington 25, D.C.
Further information and appli
cation forms may be obtained
from:
Mr. John J. O'Melia, Examiner-in-Charge of U.S. Civil
Service, Post Office, Stockton
3, California
or from the U.S. Civil Service
Persons in need of an out-, Commission, Washington 25, D.C.
(fit for the masquerade dance^
(tomorrow night might consid
er patronizing the Salvation!
PATRONIZE OUR
lArmy, Goodwill, or Govern-'
ADVERTIZERS
Vnent Surplus stores in Stock-I
\ton. Low overhead.

Vote for

ELECT...

Carol Fillmore
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN

Mel Nickerson
for

PSA President

FOR MOTHER
O R

QUIRES

M A I N S T . Ami

SAN

WttUAM CAMHIU «M ItCHAID tOONI
MAJUt COtCM • MTKWA HAW»H

JOAQUIN

Starts
SUNDAY
AT 11:00 A.M.

D A U G H T E R

Straiqht from Milan come the world's most enchanting sweaters . .
thev are Libeo's 100% virgin wool boby knits in these colors — Squash
.
Avocado
•
Hyacinth
•
Charcoal
•
Lilac
•
White

•

Red

*

Black

*

Main and H.atet

Brovm

Stockton, Calit
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SPRING'S SWEAT
FALL'S BEST BET

COACH EARL JACKSON

By HAMMER
Sitting high atop Pacific Mem
orial Stadium one reporter for a
school paper looks down on 63
young men, who, dressed in their
clean white uniforms with black
shoes and helmets are about to
start 20 days of spring practice.
Twenty days of endless play call
ing and scrimmage. Each one will
gripe, but to a man they know in
their hearts that they would hate
to miss a day of it. Before they
are done they will be a group
bound tighter than any fraternity
or organization on campus. In 20
days they will be a polished team.
They will fight each other with
every trick they know, but God
help the outsider that tries to
interfere. They are the pride of
Tigerville to be unveiled next sea
son.
The linemen look like gigantic
automatons
running through
their drills with their space-like
helmets and masks, each fiercely
proud. Coach John Nikcevich
stands tall with his arms crossed
as his linemen slam ballcarriers
to the ground. Centers and backs
run plays at the other end of the
field, the back's feet moving so
fast that their shoes are only a
gray blur as they elude an imag
inary halfback. Into the stands
comes the sharp bark of the
quarterback as he calls signals.
Myers calls the backfield and
explains that the right half is
taking his first step with the
wrong foot. The coach demon
strates the proper step as the
backs crowd around, anxious to
hear so they won't make the
same mistake. They listen with
their hands hanging on to their
shoulder pads at the neck. One
unsnaps his chin strap and lifts
his helmet high on his head so
his nose guard won't be in his
way. The center listens to the
things he needs to know, but this
is "back" talk. He looks through
his legs, looks up then arranges
the four footballs in front of him
so that he may center them one
after another in quick succession.
There they are down on the
field, 63 men, Pacific's finest,
who will face some of the best
competition that the nation's col
leges have to offer. Are they
thinking that they will face
UCLA, Indiana and Purdue, three
teams that are already smelling
roses? You can bet your bottom
rupee they are. They will be ready
for Stanford in the opener, but

WHITE DENIMS
$4.50
BERMUDA SHORTS
$3.95 up
SWIM SUITS

right now they have to prepare
a storehouse of knowledge and
know-how for the toughest sched
ule that any Bengal team has un
dertaken.
Some big schools will be sur
prised next year when they think
they have a pussycat, and find
out what it is to hold on to the
tail of a Tiger. They put on their
shoulder pads the same way we
do, but we're a little tougher.
Well, I'd better get down on
the field and get a story.

SPORTS

QUIZ

By BOB YEAMAN
1. Do you know which hitter
had the most runs-batted-in and
which pitcher appeared in the
most games during a single
world series.
2. Which of the following uni
versities has the football stadium
with the largest seating capacity:
Yale, California, or Michigan?

COACHJACKSON RETIRES
AFTER 47 YEARS OF COACHING

By PETE LEWIS
Coach Earl Jackson has closed out his fabulous career, which
includes 47 years of coaching with the taste of victory still sweet
n his memory. The "Colonel's" runners, jumpers, and throwers
completely outclassed Sacramento State and the University o£
Nevada in a triangular meet last Saturday in the gambler's city.
The final score read COP 83, Nevada 54 and State 23. "Colonel"
Jackson proved to be somewhat of a gambler as he won 14 dollars
in an encounter with a one-arm bandit.
Earl Jackson began his coaching career back in 1908 in Wassau,
Wisconsin, where he coached the local high school team. Two
Vears later Jackson moved to Fon du Lac to take over the coaching
reins there, but the big city beckoned him the next year. Coach
Jackson took over the helm of North High School m Minneapolis
where he remained for eight years.
The year 1920 found Jackson"*
traveling to his first college winner in the 880, mile, and two
coaching duty at Carlton College mile. Walt Langford was a double
in Minnesota where he remained winner in the sprints as was Tom
until he came to Pacific in 1938. Perry in the hurdles. George Lane
The lure of the gold dust brought was the third double blue winner
coach Jackson to Stockton and he as he copped the shotput and the
never regretted the decision to broad jump. Stan Daniel, Gene
come to Pacific.
Peterson, and Milt Schollerman
The "Colonel" got his sheepskin scored three more first places in
f r o m L a w r a n c e C o l l e g e i n their respective events.
1908 and his masters from Stan
All of the men who took first
ford in 1937. During the years of places in Saturday's meet will be
1939, 1942 and 1949 he continued back in the fold for next season.
further study at COP.
Jackson will leave his successor
While at Pacific Jackson com with this nucleus and perhaps a
piled an excellent won lost record track grant-in-aid or two. Next
having more victories than de year's track team should begin to
feats. Jackson has had many fine look like a representative power
men who learned the finer points in Northern California.
of the trade from him. Among the
Coach Jackson was very instru
great tracksters were Bob Jones
mental
in bringing the great Wes
in the discus. Bob spun the discus
Santee and Mel Whitfield to
better than 167 feet while at Pa
3. Only one boxer fought both cific; Don Brooks who was a top Stockton last year to compete
Jack Dempsey and Joe Louis. He notch sprinter in the 1951 era and -against each other. It was the
was knocked out both times. who was also the best track man only time in the memory of old
timers that Baxter Stadium was
What's his name?
that Jackson ever coached.
4. What boxer has twice gone
In the 1950 Modesto Relays in fiUed to capacity for a track
the distance with heavyweight 1950 the mile relay team ran to a event.
champion Rocky Marciano?
The "Colonel" was known for
3:12.7 which was only two sec
5. Consider yourself an expert onds off the world record at that the great shape in which he kept
if you can match these terms time. The members of that great the track and there are many
with the right sport: a) coffin relay team were Clem Cope, How great stars that will attest to
corner; b) 10-goal man; c) cor ard Stokes, Rayce Mason and Ed that. Walt Davis, Bud Held, and
ner booteer; d) penalty box.
die Macon. Their great effort was Parry O'Brien have come out in
Answers
only good enough for a dead heat print saying that Baxter was one
1. Lou Gehrig drove in nine with Oklahoma A. and M. for of the best tracks they have everruns for the Yankees in 1928; first.
competed on, if not the best. Tha
Hugh Casey appeared in six
Jackson has ha dthree fifty- is a fine tribute to a wonderful
games for the Brooklyn Dodgers footers irrthe shot; the first was person that devoted so much
in the 1947 series.
Duane Putman followed by time helping youth.
2. Michigan with a 97,239 seat George Ker in 1952 and this year's
Coach Jackson will go down in
ing capacity.
George Lane who is gunning for Pacific's history as one of the
3. Jack Sharkey
the school record before he greatest coaches we ever had.
4. "Tiger" Ted Lowery
leaves Pacific.
Once again we of the sports
5. a) football; b) polo; c) soc
Getting back to last Saturday's
cer; d) hockey
track meet, the Tigers that made staff say thanks to you, coacn
the trip did well for themselves Jackson, for 47 years of con
'
One of the most common radio as they took almost every first tributing your wisdom, kno
active elements in the earth is place during the rain swept and knowledge to the world oi
radium.
meet. Jack Marden was a triple sports.

Vote

Vole

SUZIE
VANDERLAAN

DON POST

for PSA Secretary

JR. REP.

F O R

Summer weather is becoming more prevalent every »
And with summer weather comes back that dormant crav
ing for ice cold lemonade, frosty glasses of "coke ,
other thirst quenchers (lime rickey, for instance).
®
Romer, proprietor of the END ZONE, your campus foun
tain, tells us that these things can be had in his place. n
for paltry sums, too.
. .,v
"Where else can you slake your thirst in such a frien
and congenial atmosphere?" asks Thor.
We're inclined to say "No place, Thor." We think yo
will, too.

*
*

^
^
^
W
^
^

BALBOA'S
BOXERS

$3.95 up
Allwj £lp»p, Utit

Woman or man...
Vote for Jan Rich
ards... If she can't
do it... No one can
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN

RON
PECCHENINO

THE WINNER!
PSA Gard No, 434 receives $5.00 Worth
of dry cleaning free
Have YOU registered for next week's drawing-

f o r

nmvi / v

PSA President

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE

Next to El Dorado

School

T H E

Smalley.

Jf

By DICK LAFFEBTY
As all good things must sometime come to an end, so also
do the not-so-good things. And the 1955 baseball season for the
Pete Lewis COP Tigers was definitely one of the latter. By dropping the final
Bill Hammersmith game on Monday afternoon to San Jose, the Tigers finished the
Griffith, Dick Lafferty, Mel season with a record of 14 losses and one little old tie, thanks to
Sacto State. This adds up to a total of 33 games over a two year
period with no wins in evidence. This is an impressive string. But
let us not sorrow that the 'Cats failed to equal the mythical record
of Colgate. Coach Chuck Melick assured us that he didn't know of
any real record of 35 straight losses set by the eastern school —
that was just a nice story.
J
'

IB

So the season is over. We lost'
all our games save one, and does
it look like next year is going to
be a complete change? Not at
all. In the last article we turned
out oil baseball (WEEKLY of
April 22) it was stated that the
present policy of the athletic de
partment is one of "everything
for football, let the other chips
fall where they may." Melick
stated that no help is forthcoming
for next year either. And the sad
part is that only two or three
scholarships for baseball would
help tremendously. These aids
could go to pitchers, and that's
where the club was weak.
In this line, let's go back to the
San Jose game. COP outhit the
Spartans 10 to 6. But we left 10

Rich Haley and George Fowler, the number one doubles team
are pictured before their match with Montana. Right after this pic
ture was taken the boys defeated Montana 6-1, 4-6, 7-5.

Rich Haley
One of the least known and yet
me of the best spring athletes
carrying the Pacific banner is
Rich Haley.
Rich is the number one man
m coach Mel Moretti's tennis
squad. The 5' 11" racqueteer hails
from Lafayette and is a graduate
Df Berkeley High. He has been
the most consistent winner on
the team and has developed into
Dne of the better college players
in Northern California.
Haley attended Stockton Col
lege prior to enrolling at Pacific.
He was one of the top netters on
the JC squad at the time. Last
year Rich laid off the net game
in favor of employment, since it
seems no scholarships are avail
able for tennis.
Haley is an all-around good
performer but the "slim one"
relies mostly on his ground stroke
and defensive ability to win for
him.

c/>
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Poge Seven
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Horsehiders At Long Last End Poor Season;
Golenor, Stark, Kali, Swor Heavy Stickmen

pacific!|||§>ports
Sports Editor
-—
Ass't. Sports Editor
Ces CiattL Bob Gaughran, Ed

P A C I F I C

Watch Marciano Train
For Heavyweight Fight
A nice way to spend a Satur
day or Sunday

afternoon,

and

take advantage of circumstances
currently prevalent, would be to
journey to Calistoga to watch the
action in the training camp of the
world's heavyweight boxing cham
pion, Rocky Marciano.
The "Rock" and his crew are
at the Napa County Fairgrounds
preparing for the title match
with Don Cockell of England at
Kezar Stadium May 16. The citi
zens of Calistoga have entered
into the festive mood with great
gusto. The Fairgrounds pavilion
has a boxing ring with a plat
form adjacent for work on the
regulation punching bag, speed
bag, and other training gear
There is a ring also set up in
front of the grandstand to be
used in nice weather. About a
thousand persons can be seated
on bleachers in the pavilion arena

men on base. And we ended up
losing, again. At the plate this
year, the Tigers did right well,
but the pitching and defensive
work often slipped at the wrong
time. Joe Golenor captured hon
ors for batting for the year with
an average of .393 for the season.
Joe possesses a good arm, and is
fast on his feet, and if he shakes
the error-bug that plagued him
this year he'll be a vital part of
next year's team. The other good
stickmen included: Ron Stark
370, Don Hall .346, BUI Swor
350, Jim Collins .321, Dutch
Grose .287, Don Brownfield .270,
and one can see that with six
men out of nine hitting this well
the Tiger offense is pretty good.

RALLY ROUND

DICK YAMASHITA
for
RALLY COMMISSIONER

By CES CIATTI
One of Pacific's top performers
is aquatic star Bob Gaughran.
For several years now, Gaughran
has been consistently one of the
top water polo players and swim
mers in the state. This year
"Goals" broke the school record
for points scored for one season
in water polo, while leading COP
to an. outstanding record in
Northern California water polo
circles. The 6' 185 lb. sophomore
in Redwood City also was one of
the scoring "aces" for the Olym
pic Club team which placed sec
ond in the Pan-American games
trials.
Now with swimming season
well under way, the "Careton
Comet" as he is often called, has
carried on his winning ways.
Gaughran while at JC was pri- |
marily a backstroker. He held
several JC records, and was cho
sen all-American in nine separate
events.
This year coach Chfis Kjeldsen
has the husky 20 year old swim
ming practically every event. So
far he has done particularly well
in the individual medley, sprints
and his specialty, the 200 yard
backstroke. In that event, Gaugh
ran recently set a school mark of
2:22.6, lowering the old standard
by seven seconds. Bob is not the
only swimmer in his family. His
brother Jim was all-American at
Stanford several years back and
he also was placed on a few na
tional second teams. Up at Davis.
California last week, the Pacific
trio of Hoogs, Greene and Gaugh
ran topped a medley record, set
by a team which Jim Gaughran

two years in succession at Se

plenty of directional signs » quoia High in addition to being
the parking area at the Fair all-American two years.

| grounds.

If the COP baseball schedule
doesn't soften up a bit, next sea
son will be the same. Two games
each with such schools as Cal
Aggies, Sacramento State, San
Francisco State, USF, Chico
State, U. of Nevada, Cal Poly,
and Santa Barbara would offer a
goodly number of games. And if
the athletic department feit that
a taste of big time ball was
needed, then a game or two with
Stanford and Cal might be added.
Melick feels that a schedule of
this sort would make for more
even competition, and we might
win now and then.
Comments: We'd like to thank
Coach Melick for his cooperation
with us during the season. Also
words of praise to the guys on
the team who, when a lot of us
would have taken up knitting,
stuck to their guns and sweated
out the ordeal, always looking for
a win. Here's wishing you a lot
of 'em next year!

Bob Gaughran

During Easter Vacation, we had
the privilege of watching two
sparring sessions by the champ
He's currently working about six
rounds daily with Toxie Hall,
Keene Simmons and Howard
King, the latter being heavy
weight champ of Nevada. The
workouts are carried out with
heavy gloves and headguards, but
the strength of Marciano's punch
es is not held in check, as can
be witnessed by the effect on his anchored.
Being only a sophomore, Gaugnsparring partners.
ran has quite a few more years
It is a good chance to see the of active swimming and has his
famed pugilist in action, as he sights set on the Olympics in
isn't in these parts very often. 1956. When Gaughran receives his
-Tis a nice drive up through the diploma, he hopes to go into
Napa Valley at this time of year. teaching or become a swimming
The best route to take is over
£? Calaveras River bridge o C°During his high school days,
isleton, Rio Vista, Fairfield, to the "Duck" (anQther nickname)
Napa and then north on State was chosen athlete of the year,
Highway 29 to Calistog •

The best pitching efforts were
turned in by Wayne Segale and
Jim Collins.

• blue nile
• egyptian wine
• terra cotta

shirt

-

•

6.95

matching trunks 4.95
both in o handsome
signature cotton print
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collegiate views on the news—

France's Refusal To Face Rea*"y
Leaves Colonies, Prestige, At Stake

—lodd dark • bud sullivan
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EDITORIAL
SCHOOL SPIRIT
We constantly hear reports about the lack of spirit here
and we are fully aware of the fact that the rah-rah, flag
waving days of a few semesters ago seem to be but happy
memories, however all signs seem to point to a resurgence
of the drum beating type of spirit at COP. With outstanding
candidates for PSA offices and all signs pointing toward an
outstanding football team next year, it is quite possible that
the spirit of old will be with us again. With a continuation
of the activities now being carried on plus a revival of this
other spirit we have been talking about, next year could be
a great one at Pacific.

1iii

OUTSTANDING RECORDS
n

11

M
•
H1
•

Two men who have long been associated with the Col
lege of the Pacific and have made enviable records in their
respective fields of endeavor are receiving much deserved
honors for their contributions to education. Dr. Rockwell
D. Hunt will return to Johns Hopkins University in June
where he will receive the Johns Hopkins Memorial Medallion
on the 60th anniversary of his doctorate conferral and Dr.
J. W. Harris, dean emeritus and founder of the COP School
of Education, will be honored by the establishment of an
endowed professorship in education in his honor at College
of the Pacific.
College of the Pacific can be justly proud of these two
outstanding men.
WALT'S

CORNER

.
FRANCE AGAIN
In past weeks we have, on oc
casiorlj reported to you the exdilficult situations, caused
by the imbecilic attitude of t
prench in world affairs, the a
. EDC
tbe French after
ledL
J
^ =nonsored
it, and the
they had sponsoreu ,
anv type 01
difficulty in any
of coopcia
coopera
tion with France because of the
shaky political structure inher
ent in French Government have
created innumerable problems in
the attempt of the western world
to resist communist aggression.
Now another problem has become
one of the top news stories of
the week, the revolt in South
Viet Nam.
BACKGROUND
As you probably know, the partitionment of Indo-China came
about out of the Geneva Confer
ence which ended the years of
Communist - inspired r e v o l t
against French Colonialism. The
northern section of the country is
now in the hands of the Commun
ists under Ho Chi Minh. Accord
ing to the terms of the Truce
agreement, an election will be
held next year to end the divi
sion of the country and decide
whether the people of Indo-China
want Communist or Free rule. If,
on the basis of this election,
South Viet-Nam decides to go
Communist, the French will be
forced to pull out completely. At
the present time, French troops
are in the south in considerable
numbers, and they are kept there
by virtue of American aid in the
amount of $100,000,000 a year.
The Government of Free Viet
Nam has been extremely shaky,
being divided by numerous reli
gious sects, which in many cases
are actually little more than vice
syndicates supported indirectly
by the French through Play-Boy
Emperor Bao Dai.

The actual government headed
by Premier Ngo Dinh Diem, has
been supported strongly by the
United States, and opposed by the
French. The reason for this op
position is that Diem is a Na
tionalist, and wants to eliminate
the French completely from the
country. He also has been instru
mental in closing down the vice
establishments of the religious
sects. The United States, through
its special envoy, General J. Lawton Collins, has done all it could
to strengthen Diems power as the
chief hope of holding the country
in the Free World Bloc.
PRESENT SITUATION
Open revolt has been brewing
for some time against the Gov
ernment of Ngo Dinh Diem, and
about two weeks ago it really got
started in earnest. The chief
group of rebels are the members
of the Binh Xuyen sect. Since
the beginning of their war, they
have been alternately successful
and unsuccessful. For a time it
has looked as though they were
sure of victory, but as we write
this, Diem is holding a shakey
lead in the fight for control of
the government. It looks as
though he is slowly consolidating
his forces, and that eventually
he will hold a narrow margin of
control strictly by force of arms.
A week ago his government de
posed the Emperor Bao Dai, thus
losing almost completely the sup
port of the French Government.
The French who still are labor
ing under the 19th Century Colo
nial delusion that they can hold
the area as a colony, are jealous
of Diem and his wish to establish
a free government without the
French. Because of this stupid
refusal to face reality, they may
eventually loose the whole area.
They are also risking even more,
the prestige of the Western
World in Asia.

dear molly—

This Wife Gets Angry Just Because
Her Husband Likes To Wrestle

—molly maypole

i; I

•

"Watted until the last minute to get a date again, eh, Paul?"

Dear Editor:
I think it is about time that
the girls on campus wised up and
stopped using the side doors and
windows of their living groups to
sneak out and in at all hours of
the night. It is good that there
is at least one house on campus
where the rules of decency and
honor are followed. It is a shame
that the other houses and dorms
cannot follow their lead.
PSA 298
Dear Editor:
There has been a question
brought to my attention and I
was wondering if it could be
answered. It seems that there
are some flags missing from the
flag room of a certain fraternity.
I was wondering if the particu
lar fraternity involved realizes
the great loss or if they are ne
glecting the flags and don't even
know they are gone.
Sincerely,
PSA 496
Editor, Weekly:
Will the person who, without
my permission, put a "Seven
teen" sticker on the back bumper
of my four-wheeled automobile,
now -please, with my permission,
remove it? Thanks.
PSA No. 513
Editor, Weekly:
All this talk about a crew at
Pacific is stupid. What we really
need is a rodeo team. We could
have entries for bulldogging,
bareback riding, cow roping, just
to mention a few of the things
that we could have. Other col
leges have rodeo teams and they
have developed some of the fin
est cowboys in the entire nation.
Out here in the West we are fa
mous for our horses, cows, etc.,
so why can't Pacific do their
small part to perpetuate this
tradition of the West. And look
at the people that make millions
in movies riding horses and
things. For all we know we may
have two or three potenial Gene
Autrey's or Randolph Scott s
right here that but need this
small incentive tc rise to great
ness. See you at the Cow Palace.
T. Tiger
Ed. Note: This shows at least
one of the students is thinking.
but I am an atomic mutant, and
have but one eye in the middl
of my forehead. If he asks
to marry him, should I ^ea
white or blue veil at the weddingpuzzled

(Note: Our regular columnist has taken ill suddenly, much
Dear Puzzled:
to our grief. In hfs absence, Molly Maypole, who gives advice
I know just how you '«*• ,0
to the troubled, has consented to taking over the vacated space too once wondered whethe'
for the week.)
wear a white or blue veUDear Molly:
"•
that I am an atomic mut*n*
My husband is somewhat of a day when we were walking in anything as grotesque an
cad. The other night he came in the park she wanted a bag of seating as that, but I t
^
after a toot with the boys and peanuts to feed the squirrels wondered. Yes ma'am,
threw me bodily to the floor with. Last week she didn't offer just how you feel.
about seven times. Then he added to split the gas bill when we drove
insult to injury by telling me not to the movies. Once she wanted
Dear Molly:
. late
to get mad, I am only practising a penny to throw in a wishing
My wife keeps coming m
to wrestle. I hate his guts. What well to make a wish with. I'm from her bowling night al
shall I do?
fed up.
time. When she does come in
Going Crazy
Fed Up
laughs at me and thro
.w
Dear Going Crazy:
Dear Fed Up:
bowling ball through a
9j
You are very stupid indeed.
Don't be a fool. Get out now (I am always fixing windows'
The trouble with you is
while you can.
and then taunts me by sh
you're too ignorant to see that
M. M. spitwads at me with her 8
your husband needs a hobby, and
Dear Molly:
Darn it, she is always doing
that you will not help him find I am going with a good-looking something. What do you
it. Don't be so selfish — an oc boy who has a nice car, lots of
casional toot with the boys never money, and a charming person
Dear Peeved:
^
hurt anyone.
ality. His parents are very wellDunderhead! You men
,ojr.
MJtt. to-do and are respected highly in alike. If she gets a Uttie
#
Dear Miss Maypole:
their community. He is also a ment out of bowling
9re
I have a problem. Without a graduate of Harvard, and says
while, then let her.
doubt my girl friend is the big that one day he will become
^ jtf.
gest gold digger alive. Yester- president of the United States, you, anyway?

